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Thi

Xatinal

Illniois

Areu-s hn^^•rilot^

was a

3

-year project lo find

and

describe natural

areas for the Illinois Department of Conservation. The results of the inventory will be
used to develop and implement a state natural area plan, to protect the diversity of

natural jeatures

m

IllmuLs.

Methods for finding natural areas consisted of compiling available information, examining maps and aenal photos, aenal surir\s. and on-site inspections. .4s man\ as 90 items
of infonnation were compiled jor the sipiificant sites. A computer-based system was developed

to store, retrieve,

The 1,089

sites

Six hundred

and

and analsze

the infonnation.

identified as natural arecLs
ten natural areas

have a

total nj

were identified because

1,730 significant features.

oj their high quality, relatively

oJ plants and animals. There are 269 areas with endangered
160 outstanding geologic areas, and 17 outstanding aquatic areas. Tu'o
hundred and fifty -one areas are nature presents or school natural areas.

undisturbed Kimmunities

species,

The approximate acreages

oj high quality, relatively undisturbed areas of

identified by the htventon' are as follows:

13,500

acres offorests,

land and water

2,300 acres of prairies,

1,300 acres of savannas, 6,000 acres of wetlands, 2,000 acres of lakes and ponds,

and 600

acres <f rocky glades and similar communities. These relatively undisturbed
areas include seven-hundredtks of 1 7c of IllinoLs' total land and water area.

The natural areas represent a wide
tions,

major

by the project.

trated in hilly

About one-third of
one-fifth

Half of

diversity oj natural features.

Most geologic forma-

and topographic features occur m at least one site listed
S'atural areas were found in all but three counties, but they are concenregions, along rivers, and near cities.

soil associations,

oj the

the natural areas are receiving some degree of protection, but only

significant natural features can be considered permanently protected.

the areas are threatened with destruction

from changes

in the use

of the land.

r
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In thus day of ttrmertdoiis technological advancement, there can be no question oj the

value

Satural areas are resource materials from which new
more about the world of nature, they are

o/ basic snentijic research.

knowledge ran br derived. As

scientists learn

increasingly aware of the trernendom loss that will be suffered with the impending annihilation oj

nalund communities

tinction of living forms

all

over the world. The

in studies relating to air, -water,

and

soil p(dlution.

communities and populations can lead
of

human

society,

Gaming

many

aspects oj land

Plants

jrom

the ex-

a greater knowledge of wild

and

control,

serve valuable func-

management.

Xatural areas serve as outdoor classrooms for students oj
through college. They provide a teaching resource to Jill
world

real wealth

a belter understanding oJ the growing problems

to

urban environment, and population

tions in research in

m

loss

beyond comprehension. Xatural areas can serve as check areas

is

all levels,

jrom grade

school

the need of contact with the

oj nature.

and animals have evolved

into a bewildering diversity

finite detail -with their adaptation to

vanmg

of forms, varying

and

climates, soils,

in in-

living conditions. Re-

searchers find that the wild relatives of domesticated species are valuable sources of
genetic material.

The plants and animals man

plants

and animals

Many jorms

We

previously unexploited.

of lije will perish from the earth

airay if living things

is

our obligation

have a

right to

to

if

intimate sense of the form

and

we do not spare
to

also sen'e as living

We

should also recognize

earth.

inspiration, both as scenery,

museums -examples

built this countiy.

as living links with the fmmitive past in such a

perception of the world

of their native habitats

and

in the

more

color of individual groups oj living things.

world jrom whiib the pioneers

and

bits

keep on earth the awe-inspiring myriad

future generatums.

a place on

Xatural areas are sources of beauty and

Xatural areas

new

the ii'ild

are constantly discovering

as havens Jrom the flood of civilization. Simply

that these creatures

a tiny fraction of

The potential usefulness of the others is unknown but
new uses and products from wild

things that inhabit the earth.
doubtless enormous.

uses are only

we

oj the rich

They are

way

as to

historic

and

diverse natural

memcjnals that sen'e

enhance our understanding

live in.

— From the

Illinois

Nature Preserves Commission's

Two-year Report, 1971-72.

Introduction

Purpose of the Illinois
Natural Areas Inventory
The Illinois Natural Areas Inventory was

with high quality natural communities that were
identified b\ the Insentory were pre\iously un-

known
a

and
Department of

systematic effort to find, evaluate, describe,
classify natural areas for the Illinois

Conservation. The purpose was to provide accurate
and detailed information about the location and
characteristics of natural areas

of statewide

signif-

This report summarizes the methods and findings
of the project. Detailed information is provided in

The

Illinois

Department

of Conservation and Illinois Nature Preserves Commission are using information compiled by the Inventory to develop and implement a plan that will
identify the needs and means for preserving natural
areas in the state.

Need

for a

Natural Areas Inventory
of Conservation protects natural

and managing certain areas, by
analvzing proposals for development projects, and by

areas bv acquiring
distributing
acquisition.

money to local governments for land
The Illinois Nature Preserves Commis-

and the Department of Conservation are responsible for the Illinois Nature Preserves System,
which provides for dedication and protection of
natural areas under State law. .Accurate and detailed
information about natural areas is needed to fulfill

sion

and public bodies own,

manage, and use areas with outstanding natural
values.

The

areas are assured better protection

many

significant

areas include 429f of the high quality natural com-

munities identified by the Inventor). Although it
money to inventory a natural area, it costs
even more money to negotiate preservation or to
acquire an area, and costs for managing areas continue indefinitely. Dedicating an area to preservation
as

its

to

and best use is a big commitment to
and public agencies have an obligation

highest

the future,

make

correct decisions about which areas should

be preserved.

An

in\entory brings information together into

developers are avoided b\ planning ahead.
spent responding to enquiries and emergencies, and time that is sa\ed can be used to protect
areas. A comprehensive inventory provides infornicts with

Less time

if

concerned individuals and groups are aware of
their location and significance. More natural areas
are destroved through ignorance than are lost because people are aware of them and abuse them.
Since limited resources are available for preser\ing natural areas, time and mone\ should be
spent on the most important areas, which are not
always obvious. Sixty-one percent ot the 610 sites

is

mation needed to determine which areas are most

and which are needed to complete a
nature preserves system. A plan based on a solid
background of information is more likeK to be
significant

accepted by the people of

and managers of natural

The

these protection goals.
Private citizens, businesses,

large, diverse areas with

features. In terms of acreage, the newly discovered

one system, so that areas can be readily compared
and evaluated. Requests for information from planning agencies and for environmental impact analyses
can be answered with less effort. Unnecessary con-

Comprehensive

The Department

some

costs

icance.

separate technical reports.

to the Department of Conservation and the
Nature Preserves Commission. These tracts include

Illinois

Illinois

and bv the owners

areas.

Natural Areas Inventory will conmuch information

tinue to be updated. Howe\er. as

was collected in an initial effort instead
of rehing on gradual accunuilaiioii ol information
as it becomes available. Oiheruisf. doubt would conas possible

tinue about the relative value of areas because

more

might have been overlooked. In
meantime, natural areas would continue to be
stroved. Threats of destruction were identified
half of the natural areas, and ceriainlv more
threatened with disturbance unknown to

significant sites

Inveniorv.

the
defor

are

the

Concepts and Terms

small as one-quarier acre were inventoried. Geolo-

Definitions and Guidelines

gic areas, aquatic areas,

Natural area categories

A natural area was del'med as a iraci of land or
water that (1) has a natural conCiguralion or sufficient buffer land to insure its potential for protection and proper management, and (2) meets one
or more of the criteria in the following seven

habitats with

endangered

or relict species, and natural study areas could
be any size that was adequate to represent the significant feature and provide potential for protection
of the area.
Degree of disturbance
Outstanding representatives of natural

were selected on the

communi-

as nearlv as possible the natural condition at

of relative lack of
disturbance, but disturbed areas qualified in the
other natural area categories, .\lthough the term
natural area was applied to any site listed by the
Inventory, many are not undisturbed sites.

the time of settlement in the early 1800's.

Ownership and presentation

categories:

C.alegon

ties

I:

EaAogical areas.

— These

areas have

terrestrial or wetland natural communities that
are relatively undisturbed, so that thev reflect

sites

—

Endangered species habitats.
These
have animals or plants that are in danger

Category

II:

of extirpation from
Category

III:

Illinois.

Relict species habitats.

— Sites

with

outstanding assemblages of plants that have
persisted from a past climatic period were listed
as relict species habitats.

Category IV: Geologic areas.

— Localities that are

outstanding representatives of the state's
geologic di\ersitv were listed in this categorv.
Lands that
Category V: Natural study areas.
are managed and used as natural areas for
teaching and research or as nature preserves
were included as natural studv areas.

—

Category

I'l:

Unique natural

areas.

—

.\

few signi-

ficant natural areas did not fit into any of the
above categories. These are sites of unique
natural features, which are often small areas
with unusual biological features, such as a
cave with an unusual assemblage of inverte-

brate animals.
Category

I'll:

Aquatic

arecLs.

— Some streams and

lakes were listed as natural areas because they
are relativeh natural habitats for native aquatic

statiLs

was surveyed, and areas were inventoried without regard to the kind of ownership
or whether an area was preserved. Information was
collected about all natural areas to provide a complete base of information.
.\11

of

Illinois

Natural Area Boundaries and Features
Guidelines for determining boundaries of natural
areas are stated briefly as follows:

(I)

Boundaries

should be conservative, but adequate to include the
significant features and to provide potential for
protection of the area. (2) Natural area boundaries
should follow the boundaries of natural features if
possible. (3) Acquisition factors such as access and
monetary value of the land should not be considered.
(4) Boundaries should not be drawn arbitrarily.
A classification of land condition classes and features was developed to insure uniform procedures
for mapping and describing areas:

Land condition

classes

Natural land
Buffer land
Features
Significant features

life.

.Acreage

.Areas with liigh quality natural

basis

communities were

usually required to be 20 acres or larger. This stan-

dard did not applv to natural communities that are
not normallv as large as 20 acres, and it did not apply
if all the high (]ualit\ remnants of a certain type
were smaller than 20 acres. Prairie rfiniiants as

Exceptional features
Notable features
Artificial disturbance features
Natural disturbance features

The part of a natural area that is relatively undisturbed is termed natural land. Disturbed land included in a natural area to insure protection of the
significant features

is

termed

buffer land.

.

A

red squirrel along the Kankakee River. This speLicb. also known as the pine squirrel, was
thought to have been eliminated from the state shortiv after 1900. In\eMigations by the
Inventory staff revealed that the red squirrel inhabits at least four northern Illinois counties.

A

significant Jeature

is

a feature that allows a site

to qualify as a natural area

A

of statewide significance.

natural area must have

feature.

cording

The

at

least

one

significant

significant features are classified ac-

to the

seven natural area categories as

follows:
I.

II.

High qualit\
communities

terrestrial or

wetland natural

Habitats with endangered species

Habitats with

IV'.

Outstanding geologic feattires
Lands that are managed and used for nat-

relict

species

\'II.

is

a feature that increases the
is

not impor-

enough to be the reason for idemifving a natural
area. Examples of exceptional leatures iiuliide
archeological

sites,

habitats with species that are

rare but not endangered, and most bedrock outcrops.
is anv feature in a natural area
important than an exceptional tcatuie or
a significant feature. Noi.ible feattiies were recorded

notable feature

iliat is less

at the

option of the lleldwoi kei

Unique natural features

are (iiltural features
such as roads and buildings. Satural ilisturhaitie features are the result of processes such as wiiidsiorms

Outstanding aquatic features

and

ural science studies
\'I.

exceptional featurf

tant

A

III.

\".

.\ii

preservation value of a natural area but

Artificial disturbance leatures

fires.

Natural

Community

The communities
were
ties.

classified

Natural Quality Classification

Classification

of plants and animals

into 93 tvpes of natural

These were distinguished on the

portant natural features such as

graphic position, and vegetation.

soil

in Illinois

communi-

basis

of im-

moisture, topo-

The

following are

examples of natural communities: wet floodplain
forest, limestone glade, and calcareous seep. The
communities were grouped into nine classes:

Inventory

which

developed a classification of natdefined as a measure of evidence

is

of disturbance to a natural community. Letter grades
were used to describe the amount of successional
instability
sity,

or change

in a

species composition,

The grades

turbance.

Grade A:

are

community's natural diver-

and structure due to dissummarized as follows:

Relatively stable or undisturbed

com-

Forest

munities. Example: Old growth, ungrazed forest.

Prairie

Grade

B: Late successional or lightly disturbed
communities. Example: Old growth forest that
was selectively logged 5 years ago.

Savanna
Wetland
Lake and Pond
Stream
Primary
Cave

Grade C: Mid-successional or moderately to
heavily disturbed communities. Example: Young
to

The classification was used

with the S'atural Dwisions

which recognizes different regions of the
state on the basis of differences in the topography,
bedrock, soil, glacial history, and distribution of
native plants and animals. One of the goals of the
Inventory was to identify the least disturbed examples of every natural community in each of the
34 Natural Divisions and Sections in Illinois. The
natural community classification was applied to
every natural area, regardless of whether or not
the area had been disturbed.
Illinois,

mature second growth

forest.

Grade D: Early successional or severely disturbed
communities. Example: Severely grazed, old

Cultural

of

The

ural quality,

growth

Grade

forest.

Very early successional or very severely
disturbed communities. Example: Cropland.
E:

The grading system was applied

to all natural

areas to describe the degree of disturbance. Factors

such as acreage and the presence of endangered
species were not considered when determining natural quality, but were treated as separate factors
when determining the overall preservation value of
a natural area.

Basic Organization

The

project consisted of two parts: (1) surveys to

and

information about natural areas,
and (2) development of an information system to
store, retrieve, and analyze the data. The information
find

to collect

system consists of maps,

Offices, Staff,
in

files,

and

a

computer system.

and Schedule

The main office was at the University of Illinois
Urbana. The state was divided into five districts,

with one or two natural area ecologists responsible
for

work

in

each

district.

Field assistants were

em-

ployed during the summers. Staff in the main office
supported and directed the fieldworkers and com-

and computerized the data.
Pilot studies began in March 1975. Ecologists were
hired and began a three-month training session in
July. More training sessions and pilot studies were
conducted as new parts of the project were started.
.\bout half of the counties were surveved bv October
1976, and collection of the rest of the information
was completed bv the following October.
piled

Each survev was a process of selecting potential
natural areas, then determining which ones were
significant.

Each successive stage examined the redetail. The survey

maining candidates in greater
stages were as follows:

Compiling available information
Gathering background material
Contacting people and agencies
Reviewing literature
Examining maps and aerial photos
-Aerial

survev

Initial

groimd survev

Final field survev

The

inventories of geologic areas, aquatic areas, and
school natural areas relied on compiling available

information, so the

last

four survev stages usually

were not conducted for these areas.

Basic Principles

To

the greatest extent possible within the limita-

tions of time

and monev and within the guidelines

bv the Department of Conservation, the Inventory conducted a thorough survey ol Illinois' natural
areas. Emphasis was placed on making sure that
areas were not overlooked as well as describing and
set

Surveys
.As

specified by the

Department of Conservation,

the various kinds of natural areas were surveved in
different manners. Information was gathered
field

from

surveys for areas with relatively undisturbed

and wetland natural communities and
species. The inventorv of endangered
species relied on existing records, but species were
checked in the field when necessar\ and practical.
terrestrial

with

relict

The

inventorv of geologic areas was based on information compiled bv the Illinois State Geological Survev. The in\entor\ of lakes and streams relied on

recommendations from the

The

Illinois

Natural Histor\

survev of school natural areas was conducted b\ a mailed questionnaire and a review of
Sur\e%.

publications.

e\aluating the significant

sites.

This project differed from nian\ natural area
surveys because the staff devoted much effort to
searches for relativelv undisturbed natural com-

Manv

were developed for find(jualitv natural communities,
and most areas were lound b\ examining maps and
aerial photos and bv field surveys. However, a wealth
oi information was compiled from the work of others,
munities.

tethni(|ues

ing and evaluating high

including over 1.400 jjublislied references to biologicallv signiritani areas. .Although the

degree

of dis-

turbance was the criterion for identifying one categorv of natural aiea. 60'7 of the natural areas have
signitkani features other than lack of disiurbance.

The
and

Ii)\ent()r\

finphasi/ed s\steniatic searches

t'leldwork lo tliui

new

natural areas

and

to eval-

uate previousK known sites. It it had onlv compiled
information that was alieadv av.ulahle about natural
areas, 57*^7

of

the areas with outstanding natuial

communities prohabh would ha\e been overlooked.
For the other 43'i ot the areas, about one-third
would not have been documented well enough to
determine whether the\ (|ualifR'd as natural areas.
It the project had lelied solely on secondary sources,
the information that could have been uniformly
collected for all aieas would have been \ery limited,
and areas would have been mistakenly included that
shoidd not qualify as significant natural areas by
the Inventory's definition. The project had a trained
ancH coordinated staff to collect and evaluate information, rather than reiving solely on sources such
as publications that might be out-of-date.
Instead of choosing natural areas and then deciding wh\ they were important, the Inventory
developed a list of significant features and then
found occurrences of these featiues. A further step
was taken by drawing natural area boundaries
around the signifuant features to include the natural diversity of the site and to pro\ ide potential tor
protection of the features. If one significant feature
occiured with another, then both were included in
the same natinal area, but each significant feature
kept its separate identity and remained an independent reason for recognizing the site.

bald cypress along the Cache River. .\ few dozen of
these ancient trees survive in the swamps of extreme
.\

southern

Illinois.

Methods

Compiling Available Information

Aerial photographs

Information was gathered from sources such as
publications to (1) identify natural areas, (2) compile
resources that would aid the search for areas, and
(3) collect

information to help describe and evaluate

areas.

Gathering background information

This involved gathering soil reports, maps, unpublished reports, and similar materials. Much of
the information was from the Illinois Nature Preserves Commission. Department of Conservation.
Natural History Survey, universities, and museums.
Contacting knowledgeable people and agencies

and the

Professionals such as the District Forester

each county were

District Soil Conservationist in

asked for information about natural areas. Enquiries
often led to other citizens who knew about the natural areas in a county. Other people with known
interests in natural areas

members

faculty

were contacted, especially

at colleges

and

The Inventory relied on black and white aerial
photos from the .Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASC^S). Examining the photos was
effective because vegetation and cultural features
are usually easy to recognize, and resolution is
adequate. For example, the faint pattern of lines
in a field plowed se\eral vears ago is often visible,
and the crown of a solitary tree is easily distinguishable.

Many other

kinds of photos are available for parts
including low-altitude infrared color
photos, as well as photos from high-altitude military
aircraft and spacecraft. However, only ASCS aerial
photos were used by the Inventcjry, mainly because
the resolution of other photos was not fine enough
or they were not widely available.

of

Illinois,

Satellite

The

images

usefulness of Landsat satellite images for

inventorying natural areas

universities.

paratively

General publicity

is

limited by their

poor resolution. Under

com-

ideal conditions,

ground resolution of the processed images is
600 to 800 feet. By comparison, the
Inventory workers needed to see thin livestcKk trails
and the gaps in the forest canopv caused by removal
the

Information about natural areas was solicited
through five taped interviews distributed to about
80 radio stations, two live radio programs, a tele-

usually about

vision presentation, four statewide

news releases,
and local news-

of single trees. Landsat images are useful for re-

and

gional surveys, broad classifications, and small-scale

presented 27 talks throughout the
attended by an estimated total of 2,000 people.

maps, but they cannot replace topographic maps
and large-scale aerial photos for finding and de-

several articles in newsletters

papers.
state,

The

staff

Examining Maps and Aerial Photographs

The procedures

Purpose

Maps and aerial photos of each county were systematically examined to (I) select potential natural
areas, (2)

determine what land had no significant

potential for natural areas,
classify,

Map

and

(3)

map. describe,

and evaluate the identified natural

areas.

resources

Topographic maps were the most \aluable map
resource for finding and investigating natural areas.
The staff also made extensive use of soil maps, geologic maps, count\ highwav maps, and a presettle-

ment

scribing natural areas.

Examination procedure

vegetation atlas of

Illinois.

disturbances from

cussed
that

in

for detecting natural areas

and

maps and

dis-

aerial

photos are

the Inventor\'s technical report, .\reas

appeared

to

have potential

and

as significant natural

on topographic
maps. Brief notes about the potential natural areas
as well as the disturbed areas were recorded on
maps and forms. The potential areas were also
examined on older photos (as earlv as 1938) to deareas were outlined

tect past

disturbances.

The map and
3 to 5

iiunibercfl

aerial

photo examination required

days for a typical county, and usually 20 to 40

An example ot an aerial photo used to select [potential natural areas. The tract labeled .-} shows
evidence of grazing damage: the trees are widely scattered, and whitish livestock trails extend
into the trees from a stock pond (B) and a barn (C). The timber stand labeled D has a
dense, even canopy of large-crowned trees, indicating an old, undisturbed forest.

potential natural areas were found. In
ties

some toim-

the procedure recjuired less than a day, and no
A few counties with many wet-

areas were found.

lands required 2 or 3 weeks of study and resulted
over 100 sites to be checked.

in

90 miles per hour), at 500 to 800 feet above the
ground. Before each flight, maps and forms were
assembled and a flight plan was drawn. The tracts
usually were observed while circling each site from
to

one

to four times.

Examples

oj techniques

Aerial survey techniques are detailed in the In-

Aerial Survey

mining boundaries and characteristics of natural

ventory's technical report, but the following are
examples of how an airplane was used.
An airplane can be useful for determining the
boundaries of a natural area, which may differ from
preliminary boundaries from aerial photos. The

areas.

photos

Purpose

The

aerial survey

was

ineans of

a

potential areas, (2) finding

new

areas,

(1)

screening

and

(3) deter-

was an extension of the map
and aerial photo examination stage. It provided a
closer and more recent view than possible with maps
and photos, and it allowed field workers to reject
manv nonqualifying areas quickly, without com-

The

aerial survev

pleting the time-consuming

initial

ground survey.

New

areas were found and areas were studied in a
detailed manner not possible with maps and photos.

The

aerial survey allowed a quick coinparison and
overview of many areas in a short time.

General techniques

Cessna 172 aircraft were used, which are singleengine, high-wing airplanes. Areas were generally
viewed

In

flving as slowlv as practical

and

safe (KO

mav

not show some disturbances clearly, or

may have happened since the area
was photographed. For instance, by circling 2,000
feet abt)ve a 1,000-acre swamp, fieldworkers were
able to accurately and precisely map the extent of
recent clearing and logging. In 14 minutes a task
was accomplished that could not have been done as
well on the ground, even with 2 days work by a twoperson team.
Although most forested natural areas were found
by examining aerial photos, sometimes the aerial
survey was helpful for determining the exact boinidaries of the highest cjuality stands of timber in
large tracts of mature forest. The exact boundary
ol the oldest stands of trees cannot alwavs be dethe disturbances

r^rn.
A section of ihe PresellUment Vegetation Atlas of IUdiols. The vegetation maps were used lo select
cemeteries to survev for prairie remnants. For example, the cemeterv at
is more than a mile
inside the forest, and has no potential for prairie vegetation. The cemeier\ labeled li is on
prairie soil, one-half mile beyond the limits ol the forest. The rear ol this temeter\ has a
remnant of native prairie vegetation.
.

limited with precision from aerial photos
forest in general
ture, as

is

is

mature and has a natural

the case with the

if

the

struc-

many square miles of
The most

forest along the lower Kaskaskia River.

promising

along the Kaskaskia were outlined
of some of the
tracts was uncertain because the largest-crowned

from

tracts

aerial photos, but the extent

trees seemed to intergrade with younger stands.
Tracts of old growth bottomland timber in the region characteristically have large bur oaks. The task
was to select stands with large bur oaks, which are
easy to sight from an airplane in the winter because

they have thick, grayish limbs and twigs.
prairies occur along

major river

(

had signs of grazing damage, and often half were
rejected during an aerial survey.
Natural seep communities occur along major
rivers, so the aerial survey of these communities
shared some techniques with the search for hill
prairies. In the winter, seeps appear as prominent
blackish patches, especiallv if the surrounding land
is snow covered. The seeps sometimes are dark
green because of horsetail colonies or emerald green
because of water cress. Fieldwoi kers were able to
find seeps along the 200-mik' length of the middle
Illinois River and lower Sangamon River in less than
5 hours.

on
dry, exposed slopes, and the\ are highly visible from
an airplane. .-Mthough hill prairies can be found bv
studving maps and aerial photos, it was not necessarv
to find even potential praine before the aerial sur-

Effectiveness

vey. Instead, the ecologists decided which sections
of river valleys had potential for prairies, and flew
along the bluffs marking the location of ever\ hill

to
hours, but some
be sur\e\ed from the air in
hours.
Between 50^
counties required as manv as 8
90*^7
and
of the areas in an average couniv were

Hill

prairie.

It

was possible

to

vallevs

determine which prairies

An

average ol 10

to VI sites

hour from an airplane,

could

whuh

Ix-

viewed

in

an

the iiiimher that

is

could be visited in 2 lo 4 long working d.ivs on the
ground. The potential areas in most loiinties could
1

'}<

eliminated during the aerial survev.

Ground Survey

Initial

munities, the plants in prairies, glades, and wetlands
were listed. Communities such as cliffs that could not
be sampled with standard techniques were described

Purfjosi'

The purpose
prepaif

foi

the

of the initial ^rouncl survev
tiiial

tk'ld siii\e\

selected during prior in\cntor\

sites

was to

with detailed plant

b\ e\akiating the

stages.

lists.

The
Information Collected about
the Natural Areas

groinid survev also served to check the accuracy of the map and aerial photo examination and
initial

and it was used to develop techniques lor the final field surve\.

the aerial sur\ey.

As man\

as

for the areas.
Frini'duri'

The

appropriate to every area, and less detailed information was collected for areas that were not visited.

ground siu\e\s were completed durwinter, and spring so that the summer

initial

ing the

fall,

could he reserved lor

made

vevs were not

of

The most important

endangered and

relict

Baste information

species

Name

because these were usuallv small areas that required seaiching habitats duritig spring and summer
months.

— The reason whv
natural area was identified
Exceptional feature. — A feature that adds to
area

photo with overlavs showing the location
and boundaries of features within the nat-

.\erial

be planned, .\bout two-thirds of the potential areas
initial

ground survev

ural area

in a

Location

tvpical countv.

County
Township and Range
Section and subdivisions of the

Final Field Survey
Purpose

Main Data Form
This form included standard
use.

in the

location,

Topographic map
Satural charactenstics

—

.\ltitude.
Nfinimum and maximum
Topographv.
Physiographic unit, major
topographic feature, and individual topo-

entries about the

items are listed

Soil association

next section.

Natural community classification
Natural qualitv.
,\creage of each natural
communitv in each natural quality grade;
description of natural qualitv

—

Maps and ainal photographs

The boundaries of
on

a

ties,

drawn
copv of a topographic map. Natural communinatural qualit\, land condition classes, and

other features were

photos. For

the natural area were

mapped

some kinds

maps were used instead of

—

graphic feature
Geologic formation

natural characteristics,

The most important of these

of

.\creage of natural area

with overlays on aerial

Plant

natural areas, sketch

l-i

aerial photos.

community,
and use

— For each natural community

i;al status

Ownership
Use of natural area and surrounding land

Vegetation sampling

The vegetation of relati\el\ undisturbed natural
communities was measured with ecological sampling
techniques to help determine the dominant species
and to help assess the natui,il qualitv of the com-

Mangement needs
.\ctual or potential

management

Preservation status

Threat of destruction

munities.

DiMiission oj prescri'ation values

Species

Supplemental materials

lists

Checklists were completed for amphibians, reptiles,

birds,

mammals,

section, to the

nearest quarter-quarter section

Final esaluation, description, and classification of
each natural area were completed during the final
field survev. The information was recorded as described in the following paragraphs.

and

a

the preser\ ation value of a natural area
Topographic map with boundaries of natural

features so that the final field survev could

were rejected during the

of area

Significant feature.

If an area was determined to not be significant, it
was in\estigated onh enough to record the reasons
wh\ it did not qualifw Significant areas were surveved in more detail, to define the boundaries and

area's significance,

items are as follows:

final field sur\e\s. Initial sur-

sites,

locate

90 items of information were collected
Not every kind of inforination was

ferns,

Species lists
\egetation sampling data

trees, and shrubs. In

addition lo ecological sampling of herbaceous

com-

Literature citations

10

facility

Surveys

Category

I

A

Survey

survey of cemeteries was conducted from August
October 1976. Before the fieldwork, the Pnscltlement Vegetation Atlas of Illinois, topographic
maps, soil maps, and county highyvay maps were
to

High Quality Natural Communities
Summary
This search for the least-disturbed examples ot
each natural comnuinit\ was the largest effort ol
the project, with 610 sites identified.
surve\

I

is

The

studied to find cemeteries with potential for prairie

or savanna remnants. Volunteers did most of the
initial screening by visiting each cemetery anci making a list of the prairie plants. Dr. Robert F. Betz

(lategoiA

not detailed at this point because the si.m-

daid techniques of compiling available information,
examining maps and aerial photos, aerial survi-\s,
and groiuid surveys ha\e already been explained.
Surveying raihx)ads and cemeteries to fmd pi.iiiie
and savanna remnants in\cilved special procedures,
so these surveys are discussed in

some

contributed his knowledge gained from previously
surveying over 800 cemeteries in northern Illinois.

The staff visited the most promising cemeteries
make the final descriptions and evaluations.

Information was compiled for 3.923 cemeteries.

detail in the

1 wenty-four

following paragraphs.
1

remnants may be found on railroad rightsof-way because many railroads were built before the
prairies were culti\ated. Prairies have persisted in
occasional remnants where they have escaped heavy
disturbance during construction and maintenance
Prairie

The
are

the onl\

natural black-soil prairie remnants

in

Category

endangered

sively grazed.

Some

12

II

rem-

Survey

leith

species in Illinois

cies as individuals oi as

In

and academic

members of

various organi-

institutions.

1977 the Natural Land Institute received a

grant to conduct a vcai-long Indangeied Species

inten-

Project.

The

Invcntoiv .md the Fndangered Species

Project shared the tasks of compiling information

of these early graveyards sup-

from museum and herbarium searches, reviewing
files .iiul liici ,iiui c. Iitld suiveviiig, and

port prairie xegetation in parts that have not been

mowed

and

.Among the State .igencies concerned with endangered plants and .inimals are the Department of
(Conservation, Endangered Species Protection Board,
Nature Preserves Commission. Natural History Survey. State Museum, .ind Department of Transjx)!tation. Many othei people have conducted research
and conti ihiited knowledge about endangered spe-

Settlers of the Illinois prairie established ceme-

had never been plowed or

black-soil prairie

People and organizations involved

Cemetery prairies and savannas
that

listed as natural areas,

Habitats with Endangered Species

zations

on land

were

nants in seven counties and the only natural savanna
remnants on well drained silt loam soils in Illinois.

counties.

teries

sites

others have potential for recovery under proper

cemeteries contain the only

no significant potential for prairies. The railroads
were surveyed from an airplane in the fall, when
prairie grasses are brightly colored and highly
visible. .About 670 potential prairies were selected,
and these were checked on the ground in the late
fall. The least disturbed sites were revisited in the
summer for fmal evaluations and descriptions.
Sixty prairie remnants were found, with a total
prairie.

1

of

of the tracks.
About 7,000 of the 11.000 miles of railroad in
Illinois were selected to be surveyed. The remainder
were not checked because maps and photos showed

railroad prairies are in 29 counties, and the\

1

management. The natural areas include 41.4 acres
high or very high quality communities. The

Railroad prairtes

of 123 acres of high to verv high quality

to

reseaiih

Other cemeteries have savanna
mowed or burned
often enough to suppress voung trees and shrubs
but ha\e not been so closelv manicuied that the
frequently.

interviewing biologists.

vegetation because they have been

.ind cfescribed specific

Ilie

Inventorv identified

sites,

and the Fndangered

S])ecies Project deiei mined the population status
and managemcMii needs ol s])ec les.

nati\e herbs ha\e been replaced b\ other species.

11

The Middle Fork of the Vermilion River. This stream was listed as an outstanding aquatic area.
It Is the onlv known habitat tor the bliiebreast ilarter in Illinois. Four other natural areas
were identified along

Detfimining

A

the status

series of

specialists

this central Illinois sticam.

of species

.\

which
amphibians,

workshops was conducted

were invited

to discuss fishes,

ture

in

mammals, and vascular plants. When
its survey for endangered spelist based on sound and comprehensive

ture

the Inventory began

able

endangered and threatened. Significant feature status
was limited to species so rare in Illinois that thev

Illinois

known from

three or fewer

sites

would qualify as a significant feaknown from five or fewer places on a vulnerplant

site

Inventory procedures for animaLs

merit special preservation efforts. If a species was
given significant feature status, then everv known
in

if

A

such as a wetland. Exceptional feature status
was given to any plant species that was too common
to qualify as a significant feature, but was rare enough
to add exceptional value to an area. .Animals were
Heated in a manner similar to plants, but most animals are mobile or secretive, so their numbers and
distribution were not determined as readily.

information was not available. The Inventory did
not attempt to make a final determination of each
species' status, but used the concept of signijuant
features and exceptional features instead of the terms

occurrence of the species

currently

if

in Illinois.

reptiles, birds,

cies, a final

plant species was considered a significant fea-

Other people and agencies were the main sources
of information about habitats with endangered
M'rtebrates. The Illinois Natinal Historv Survev contributed the records for fishes. The Sur\c\ also

was identified

as a natural area.

12

compiled most of the information about amphibians
and reptiles from past collections and contributions
ol new knowledge from herpetologisis. Informatioti
about birds came from the Natural Histor\ Surve\.
Department of Conservation, professional ornithologists, amateur birders, and the literature. For
mammals, information from published soinces and
muscimi collections was used, but most knowledge
about current populations came from fur trappers,
wildlife biologists, and mammalogists at universities.
Although special survevs to find new populations
of endangered vertebrates were not a part of the Inventory project, the staff did some fieldwork to
verify reports of endangered animals and searched
for these species during the regular field surseys.
Volunteers checked specific sites and searched for

unlike

loiests.
s(|uiriel,

larger, reddish

its

which

common

is

.Although the red scjuiin-l

the fox

ielati\e.

thioughoiu the state.
had not been listed as

Illinois laun.i. the staff foinid
red s(]uirrels in four northern Illinois counties in
1977.

part of the current

Category

III

Survey

Habitats with Relict Species
l)i jniilKiii

A

and

relict

guidelines

species

is

one

junct population that

that occurs in a small, dis-

is

formerly

a survivor of a

more widespread population. The range

of the relict

species has disintegrated or retreated because of
climatic changes,

and the

species remains in a local,

certain species.

specialized fiabitat thai provides a suitable micro-

Inventory procedures for plants

climate and allows

The main

competition from
relict

more than one

from their normal ranges by at
Although animals, especialK invertebrates, are sometimes part of relict associations,
analysis was limited to plants.
least

100

iTiiles.

Piiicedure

The

species survey used the

relict

as the survey

of ecological areas.

same
It

tet

was

hniques

a search

for habitats rather than individual species, so sites

The numbers

with unusual

of significant feature (SF) and ex-

Thirty-nine

are as follows:
SF's

EF's

7

habitats.

Birds

23

Mammals

11

25

462

629

Amphibians and

reptiles

...

Vascular plants

Endangered animals and

18

numbers are

endangered plant

in

wetlands

in

habitats

sites

extreme northpercent of the

Cieologic

and 13% of the en-

in

relict

habitats, six are

in associated ravines, five

are seeps, and

features differ from biological features
numerous, and not

vulnerable to desti uction.

Human

distuibaiues such

and iiunes are olten impoitani ad\an-

tages to geologists because the disturbances proside

Three aquatic

plants were discovered for the first
Other plants that had not been seen
in Illinois in many decades were relocated, and some
species thought to be endangered were found in so
many localities that the\ were deleted from the
tentati\e endangered species list.
Prior to the inventory, the red squirrel was thought
to have been extiipated from Illinois b\ the early

fresh rock exposures for stuch

in Illinois.

a small

cliff

that tliey are often large,

as loadcuts

is

with a total of 45

are

and procedure
Categorv I\' significant features are outstanding
representatives of the state's geologic diversity.

are high or very high quality

red squirrel

listed

sites

Definition

natural communities.

The

were

Category IV Survey
Geologic Areas

plants occur in a wide

Illinois. Fifty-six

sites

three are in sand prairie or barren (ommunities.

varietv of habitats throughout the slate, but the

eastern and southern

and topography were surveyed.

Twenty-five

on bluffs or
44
67
145

Fishes

dangered animal

soil

Results

ceptional feature (EF) occurrences in natural areas

1900's.

to suivive

species be disjunct

Results

time

it

guidelines for recognizing

habitats required that assemblages of

personal knowledge of botanists, and
files of various agencies. Fieldworkers checked sites
with recent and precise enough localitv data that
there was some promise that the plant could be relocated. Between five and 20 sites were visited in a
typical day. Sites were not visited if enough current
information about the species' population, location,
and habitat was available.

literature,

greatest

The

other species.

sources of plant locations were herbaria,

.

Unlike ecological areas, where the goal was to list
t\er\ significant featuie, oiiU u pi csemaii\e sites

chosen lor geologic areas. .Aicas weic selected
form a system that lepresenls the geologic diversit\ of the state. The irneniorv of geologic areas was
compiled bv Dr. H. B Uillman of the Illinois State
Geological Survev. Because there were often several
VNCie

to

animal of northern

13

.

outsianding

ciuf uai

cx.iiiiplfs ot

gi\t'ii

to

tlu-

^amc

prcfer-

teatiire.

naiiiial cxpoMiics. sues wuli a

siti's wIrtc prcsciAatioii might
be piactical. aiul Mtcs wiih puhlislud siuiititic

\arii-i\

ot

featiiifs,

studies.

Category VII Survey
Aquatic Areas
Summai'y

Aquatic areas include streams and lakes, whic h were
I
survev
Vegetated ponds and natural wetlands were evaluated by the Inventory staff and were listed as ecological areas, but streams and lakes were inventoried
as aquatic areas. Dr. Philip VV. Smith and Dr.
not evaluated as part of the Ciategorv

R,u,lls

One luiiidTfd .md si\t\ geologic areas were identiThe sites have outstanding examples ol stiatig-

fied.

raphv and sednneiuatioii. igneous rocks, geologic
and tossil localities.

structures, topographic teaiuies.

Category V Survey
Natural Study Areas

Lawrence M. Page of the Illinois Natural History
Survey provided recommendations for cjutstanding
acjuatic areas.
five lakes

The

17 aquatic natural areas include

and segments of

12 streams.

Ditnutioii

Natural stud\ areas are
as nature preserves or

and research.

.X

.is

managed and used

sites

natural areas (or teaching

site (juaiiticd

for natural science studies,

even thougti

have been disturbed and lacked

am

it

might

fnrpost'

articles useful for

were not previously known, and

that

4.860 schools were survevcd with

total of

The

mailed questicjnnaire.
vate secondarv

schools included

all

schools, public elementarv

a

(

1 )

find

were often followed by further mail, telephone, and personal contacts. Forest preserve districts, conservation districts, park districts, and
private preservation groups were also canvassed.
Information was solicited through several news releases and articles in newsletters. Most nature preserves were found through lists in publications.

Ri'sidts

luindred and

features in 25

1

sixiv-six

Categorv

areas were found,

inc

hiding

significant
ti6 Illinois

Nature Preserves, 16 Federal Research Natural
and nine Registered Natural Landmarks.

.\reas.

Category V'l Survey
Unique Natural Areas
natural .ireas ha\e features vsorthv of pres-

ervation efforts that do not fit well under the other
natuial area categories defined bv the De[)ariment

example, several caves were
recognized because of then outstanding assemblages

of Conjervation.

compile a

pri-

and

Ptocedurc

The most
ttie

quiries

\'

(3)

bibliography pertaining to natural areas.

secondary schools, colleges, and universities. En-

Some

to

developing survev procedures anci

classification systems. (2) learn aljout natural areas

Prucidure

Two

conducted

literature review was

.\

other significant

feature.

A

Literature Survey

managed and used

it

Fc^r

of invertebrate animals, riiirtv Categorv \'I significant features were found in 29 areas. .AH but five
occurred with other kinds of significant features.

efficient

wav

to find articles

was

to scan

table of contents of pertitient journals. Publica-

tions

were

also

found bv using

serv ice, by acquiring

lists

a

computer search
and by

of gr.iduate theses,

reviewing published bibliographies.
Rt

suits

The
1

,484

bibliography of
titles.

natural areas covers

Illinois

This includes

1

.4

1

3 references to biol-

og\ and ecology and 71 references to geolcjgv. .About
fialf of the natural areas have published references,

and 10 areas have more than 40 references each.
Few geologic references were listed because the
information is readily available in an index anci
bibliography of Illinois geology published bv the
Illinois State Geological Survey. In addition to citations about specific natural areas, approximately
3,500 other references about field biology, ecology,
and inventory techniques were compiled.
Fhe literature review revealed 16 articles about
natural areas published in the 1800's and articles
))ul)lished in every year since
90 1. The number of
pertinent publications has roughly doubled every
20 years, coinciding with the development of the
science of ecology. Over 200 articles that refer to
Illinois Nature Preserves have Ijeen published since
the first Nature Preserve was dedicated in 1964.
1

Summarv

of Natural Area Characteristics

S'umber and Distribution
)f Natural Areas
\'nmber

A

and

distribution b\ county

of 1.089 sites were identified bv the In.entorv. Figure 1 shows the number of significant
"eatures that occur in natural areas in each countv.
Mtes were recognized in all but three of the 102
:ounties. Areas with high quality communities were
found in all but eight counties. Sixty-one counties
lave endangered sf>ecies sites. 15 counties have reict species sites, and 56 counties have geologic areas,
rhere are nature preserve and school natural areas
n 76 counties, unique natural areas in 20 counties,
ind outstanding aquatic areas in 17 counties. The
ixerage county has 10 or 11 natural areas. Eight
rounties have over 30 areas.
total

In general, the natural areas are clustered,
large parts

of the

and

devoid of natural
lines, such as prairie

state are nearlv

The sites often occur in
remnants along the same railroad or a series of hill
prairies along a river \allev. Natural areas of all
land.

kinds are clustered around cities, where public
parks and preserves ha\e protected and restored the
natural landscape. On the broadest scale, natural
areas are absent from the flat prairie farmland.
Over half of the natural areas occur within 15 miles
of the boundaries of the state, mainlv because many
sites are on the rugged bluffs and undrained bottomlands along the rivers that form the western and

southern boundaries of
Distnbutwn in

relation to

Illinois.

human

population

Natural areas are concentrated

in

coimties with

population extremes. The four most populous counties in Illinois (Ccx)k, DuPage, Lake, and Will) rank
first,

twentv -seventh, second, and fourth, respecthe number of areas. The least populated

ti\elv. in

countv (Pope) ranks third. Nearlv one-third of the
sites are in or near major population centers. One
hundred and se\ent\-one natural areas are in cities,

Fifinti

towns.
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Natural Characteristics
.i<

rfUf^e

Natural areas average 184 acres and range from
than 0.1 acre to 13.100 acres. The smallest are
sites with endangered or relict species, and the
less

largest

otters

encompass cave systems and habitats of river
and prairie chickens. Natural areas are dis-

tributed about equally

MM

to 5.0 acres. 5.1 to
to

among

four size classes: 0.1

25 acres, 26 to 80 acres, and 81

13.100 acres.

Topography, geology, and

soils

Natural areas were recognized in all 16 physiographic divisions of Illinois. Almost all of the specific
types of topographic features in the state (Kcur in
natural areas. Eighty-nine percent of the 143 geologic

formations

in

Illinois

occur

in

sites

listed

by

the Inventory. Natural areas were found with 25 of
the 26 major soil associations in Illinois. Prairie soils

have the fewest natural areas.
Natural communities

The

Inventory developed a classification of 85
Illinois, excluding
cultural communities. Each type is a distinct natural
types of natural communities in

community where

it occurs in a different Section of
the Natural Divisions of Illinois. There were at least

900 natural communities in presettlement Illinois.
There may have been over 1200 communities, but
our knowledge is too scant to make a firm estimate
of the original number of communities. The Inventory was able to find high qualitv examples of
about 380 natural communities, and the natural
areas included disturbed examples of about 160
other kinds of communities.
Fraction ol county,

expressed
less

than

1

.0

is

1)1(1

oi

l.iiul

1,000 to 9,999

m

i-.n

h

dominant

in

natural areas

bluestem grass, red oak, black
oak. sugar maple. Indian grass, big bluestem grass,
post oak, and silver maple.

100 to 999

.nut uatci

plants most often

are white oak.

10,000 to 15,000

Rflaiivc acif.ige ol

uiidisim

I

^^

10 to 99

Fiffiiif 2.

thai

The
I

1.0 to 9

W^

Vegetation

in millionths

little

Natural quality

Natural quality is a measure of the degree of disturbance. Grade A communities show verv little or
no effects of disturbance, and Grade B communities

khuhn

neaiK imclisluibcd.

show slight disturbance. The acreage of Grade
and B land and water listed bv the Inventorv is
follows:

Forests
Prairies

Savannas
Wetlands
Lakes and ponds
Glades and
similar communities

TOTAL

16

1

3,484 acres

2,352
1

,296

6,029
1,960

602
25,723 acres

A
as

acre of forest out of every 280 that remains is ot high
to very high natural quality. Figure 2 shows the frac-

and expenses involved, most active management work on natural areas is done bv public agencies
or private organizations tiiat own or lease the tracts.
Two hundred and eighteen natural areas are known
to be protected and managed (at least in part) by public
agencies. There are 276 areas for whi( h park districts,
conservation districts, and similar organizations are

tion of each countv that remains relatively undis-

potential managers: the tiacts are within the jurisdic-

turbed.

tion of these agencies but are not

The

total

seven-hundredths of 1% of Illinois' area.
prairie remain foi each

is

the time

About 118 acres of natural

million acres of the estiinaied presettlement extent oi

the prairie

The presettlement acreage oi
uncertain, but probably less than

in Illinois.

forest in Illinois

is

1

bv them. The Illinois Department of Conservation is
the largest owner of natural areas, with 100 areas.
Colleges and universities own or manage 41 natural
areas. Sites can be protected through zoning and land

Ownership, Use, Management,

and Protection
Ownership and use

Considering
or partlv

in

use planning. About half the counties in Illinois have
zoning laws, as do about one-third of the municipalities. Eightv-nine percent of the natural areas are

1,089 natural areas, 699^ are wholly
private ownership and 389f are wholly or
all

partly in public ownership.

Over

owned or managed

half {637c) of the

in

areas are in only one ownership, but lOVc have five or
more ownerships. The most common uses in natural

county or multi-count\ planning regions.

Presen'ation status and threats

areas are low-intensity recreation (349f ) and \isits for
research and education (239^). Nearly one-third of the

Most

sites (.52^^)

include private land, not protected

bv the owner or lessee. The next largest category (with
\b7c of the areas) includes public land, not protected

areas have no apparent use.

by the owner or lessee. Threats were identified in
about half of the natural areas. Geologic areas are
least likelv to be threatened. The fieldworkers thought

Management

Management problems were identified in 769( of
The two largest kinds of management needs,

the areas.

that

each accounting for about 2~9c of the problems, are
(1) management of \egetation and exotic species, and
(2) control of overuse and abuse by people. Because of

no threat was

likelv

for 40';j

ol

the ecological

areas. Public lands are about half as likely to be

threatened as private lands.
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Effectiveness of the Survey Methods

Comparison of the Survey Stages

Information from pul)liiations and trom the files
and agencies laiinot l)e expected ii>
be suitable for incorporation into a natural areas
inventorv without critical examination .\boui half
of a sample of 500 possible natural areas trom the

of researcliers

Compiling (ivaddbli itijannatiun
This stage had one of the highest rates ot reiiii ii
(38^) in terms ot the number of natural areas

number of areas considered. A
of the areas identified from exist-

identified for the

high percentage
ing information
serves and other
information was
wliether a

site

consisted ot

Illinois

files of

Nature Pre-

ventory's definition.

well-known natural areas. .Available
often too incomplete to determine

Study of maps and aerial photos revealed most

of

definition of a natural area.

the ecological areas but relativelv few endangered

Kxamining maps and photos assured
communities
was thorough, and it provided a large number of
sites.

potential areas at a low cost, .•\bout 73'7

of

the

manner.
Airial suii'ey

The aerial survey cost less than one-tweniieth
of the survey budget, and screening sites without an
airplane would have taken 7 to 10 times as much time
and monev. Significant natural areas would have
been overlooked without the aerial survev.

amount of

A

bare

intormatit)n available tor different areas.

minimum

of information can t>e considered
all areas as a basis for

uniformlv complete for
making lomparisons.

sun<e\\

of the natural areas were found bv

ground survevs unsupported bv preparatorv work

Completeness of the Inventory

such as examining aerial photos. It was necessary to
visit about one-third of all of the potential areas on
the ground.

I'.Kiliigual arras

was studied with maps and .lerial
found with significant potential
for undisturbed natural communities was examined
in the field. For example, all river vallevs were
checked for hill prairies and seeps. .\11 railroads
and all cemeteries that could be ft)und in prairie
regions were checked for prairie remnants. K.verv
tract of timber of 20 acres or larger that had
natural-appearing structure on aerial photos was
checked in the field. .AH wetlands were studied on
maps and photos, trom .in .iiiplane. ni on ilie
ground.
.Ml of

Illinois

photos. Every

Adequacy of Available Information
liitormation available trom other .sources is often
too incomplete for a comprehensive inventorv. It

the Inventorv had relied solely on available information, it would have found 29% of the ecological

site

.i

of the occurrences of endangered or
relict species. Of the sites that could have l)een found
through available information. 32'^ of the ecological areas .ind 149J of the endangered or lelid

areas and

152 additu)nal

would have (jualified.
.\side from overlcxiking areas and mistakenh including areas that are not significant, an in\entor\
that omits field surve\s is limited bv the uneven

aerial

survev.

\'/(

total of

about natural areas may be misleading because the
information is out-of-date or inaccurate, or fiecause
criteria differ. Without further investigation it
would not always ha\e been [jossible to determine
which sites in publications or unpublished files

potential ecological areas were identified in this

.in

.A

were listed by the Inventory from the regions
covered by these reports. Published information
sites

that the search for high equality natural

Less than

Illinois

1

Exdinining maps and aerial photographs

Ground

In-

Ihree studies of natural areas

ness of reiving

qualified as a natural area as defined

Most of the areas were screened with

and nature preserve organiza-

were examined to analvze the effectiveon published intoiination. These reports relied on information tiom others and limited
fieldwork, and they listed a total of 7
sites, 48 of
which did not qualifv for inclusion b\ the Inveniorv"s
in

by this project.

species

naturalists

tions did not qualifv as significant sites bv the

83'('

Tile relativelv large

were

number

ol

potential n.iiural

dining the siieening piocess indicates that pieliminarv standards
were low enough that few sigiiifiiani sites were ovei-

.ireas (88'^) that

species habitats would have required fieldwork to
determine whether the reported sites wire actualK
significant.
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eliiniii.iicci

A

canyon in Starved Rock State Park. This area on the Illinois River qualified as a natural aica
under five categories. It has high quality natural communities, habitats with endangered and
threatened species, and assemblages of relict species. The park contains outstanding bedioi k
outcrops, and portions are dedicated as an Illinois Nature Preserve.

looked.

If

ducted when possible. In some cases, the Inventorv
little more than help idcntif\ gaps m knowledge about the state's flora and taun.i.

the previous knowledge accumulated over

could do

the vears had been ignored bv the Inventorv. less

than 69c of the sites (excepting caves) would have
been overlooked. Most likely the remaining undiscovered areas are small, and probably most will
remain unknown. In terms of acreage of high
quality natural communities, the inventory probabK
is

Relic I species

The

was thorough.
tial

Even with

1.431

occurrences
in the

oi

many other

sites

were almost

with less poten-

were surveved. This assured that ihe initial selecwere liberal enough to asoid over-

Other natural area categories

These inventories relied mainh on information
from available soinces. Moie sites lould be added
if future investigations are made. For example, depending on the emphasis given to the diffeient kinds

by the Endangered Species
Protection Board and 267c of the plants listed bv the
Endangered Species Project. The Inventorv was re-

of the animals

species habitats probablv

significant ones

looking sues.

the species con-

endangered species

survey, there were no natural areas identified for
189?

relict

tion standards

species sites

sidered b\ the Inventorv

The

always obvious, but

close to complete.

Endangered

sites

inventory of

listed

quired onlv to compile available information about
endangered species, but field surveys were con-

of geologic features (rock outcrops, l.indtorms. etc.).

other
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sites

could have been listed as geologic areas.

Destruction and Preservation of Natural Areas

Past Destruction of Natural

Two hundred
area in

years ago, there was onlv one natui

Now we

Illinois.

Land and Water

call

over one thousand

20,400 per square meter in 1922. Pollution has deone researcher reported that sludge
worms still provided 30*^ of the diet for carp in the
upper Illinois River during the 1960's. Introduction
of carp has severely damaged the water quality,

clined, but

al

sites

"natural areas."
Plant (ommiuuties

The

sites

now

called natinal areas are

among

the

few places on the landscape where vegetation has
not been completely removed at one time or another.

Most natural areas have been disturbed

to

lost

and the areas have been able

The

loss

of

Illinois'

native fauna

Many

some

River bottomland were once sand-bottomed and
Researchers from the Illinois Natural History
Survey have estimated that half of the original
400,000 acres of backwaters along the Illinois River
have been drained. Most of the remaining ones are

some wavs

rapidly Tilling by

natural areas have

smaller streams have also been damaged.
W. Smith of the Natural History Survey
listed the causes of extirpation and decimation of
native Illinois fishes, in order of importance: (1)
siltation, (2)

cation

due

to habitat

changes and intro-

duction of exotic species,

(5) pollution, (6) dams and
(7) raising of water temperatures

almost gone from

impoundments,
due to removal of streamside vegetation, and

unknown

Aquatic ecosystems
Illinois'

drainage of wetlands, (3) stream desiclowered water tables. (4) competition

to

and hybridization due

Illinois.

Abuse and deterioration of

floccu-

Dr. Philip

but studies indicate that the insects that pollinate

may be

topped with a layer of

Illinois'

support natural animal populations. The Illinois
Natural History Survey is cooperating with the Endangered Species Project in preparing a publication
which will describe the current status of endangered
vertebrates. Relatively little knowledge has been
accumulated about most invertebrates in Illinois,
native prairie plants

mud

lent ooze.

a rich diversity of plants, but they are too small to

some

damming, and barge traffic have brought
The backwater lakes in the Illinois

clear.

to recover.

in

is

waters. Dredg-

Illinois'

further changes.

Fauna
greater than of the tlora.

and waterfowl

populations that depend on
ing,

extent, but the diversity of natural species has not

been

native fish fauna, aquatic vegetation,

(8)

causes.

ecosystems has

Present Destruction of Natural Areas

not stopped at the riverbanks and lakeshores, but

The

most people are unaware of the drastic changes that
have taken place beneath the water's surface. Scientists have documented the damaging uses that our
waters have received, particularly the Illinois River.
In 1900, the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal began
pouring sewage into the Illinois River. R. E. Richardson documented the virtual extermination of the
natural fauna that lived on the bottom of the Illinois
River. The changes were drastic, immediate, and
permanent. Rafts of dead snails floated down the
to 2 feet deep at Peoria. Thirtyriver and piled up
were
counted per square meter
one sludge worms
Upper
Peoria Lake in 1915, and
on the bottom of

following experiences show

how

natural

areas are being affected by detrimental uses.
During the railroad prairie survey in late 1975, the
fieldworkers saw three stands of prairie grass being

bulldozed as they flew over them. Another 3-mile
stretch appeared to have high potential for prairie,
but 2 weeks later it had been plowed. A fifth site,

day after it was sighted from the air, was
being bulldozed. Yet another was plowed the day
visited the

it was sighted. It is not likely that all these areas
were high quality prairies, but they were being disturbed for railroad maintenance or plowed faster
than the Inventory could check them.

after

1

20

One

Hamilton Count\ there was a 20 squaii' milttimber in 1952. without anv road. B\ 1971
of
tract
had been reduced to a few hundred acres.
timber
the
In

[jrairie

examined 1971 aerial photos, chose two
The
woodlots, and checked them in 1975. One had been
cleared. The other had not, probablv because about
two dozen oil wells were in it. After the oil wells are
taken out. the remaining timber may be removed
until none remains out of 20 square miles that per-

orchids.

report's

flew

from woodlot

areas.

Timber

in

Why

statistics as if

Natural Areas

they

Still

in this

still

exist.

Exist

hilKiductinit

The

factors thai have allowed tracts to

remain un-

disturbed or to recover from disturbance are to some
extent the same factors that will continue to conserve natural areas. One factor that has increased

decade is deliberate protection of
natural areas. Changes in economics and land use
that work against preservation of natural areas have
also increased, and manv areas that survived undisturbed unul the I960's and 70's would have been
destroved bv now if thev had not been intentionally

greatly in the

canal promises accelerated

Brown and Schuvler

summaries and

Reasons

development of the upland natural areas. When a
staff member went to the countv agricultural office
for aerial photos of three woodlots, developers were
In

it

destroved so recentlv that thev are included

—

same three

of the finest black-soil prairies in the

,

.

asking for photos of the

One

was previously unknown to naturalists.
Negotiations were underway to preserve the prairie
when the prairie sod was stripped away by a bulldozer on Labor Day weekend 1976.
Since 1 97 1 at least 500 acres oi natural prairie and
marsh have been developed for housing at the south
edge of Chicago. Some of the prairies have been

slate,

25 years ago. No undisturbed areas were
found in this county, and none to the east in White
County. In Wavne County, to the north. 20,000
acres of timber have been cleared in the past 20
vears. A staff ecologist found a 32-acre wetland in
Gallatin Count\ the next countv to the south. This
was the only sizeable natural pond in this part of
the state, but it has been drained and cleared since
the fieldworkers completed the survev of the area.
A recentlv completed barge canal removed onethird of the forest along the lower Kaskaskia River
the largest continuous block
in St. Clair County
of bottomland timber remaining in Illinois. Some
of the finest upland forests in Illinois have been
maintained b\ farmers in St. Clair Countv, and large
stands of bottomland timber had been carefully preserved by hunting and fishing clubs. They are among
the very few forests in Illinois that probably were
never logged or grazed, but the barge canal removed

The

dis-

of 14 acres
turbed in the past, but there was
with
massasauga
of high to very high quality prairie,
rattlesnakes and himdreds of while ladv's slipper

sisted until

of the timber.

and sedge meadow. The area had been
a total

staff

much

of the greatest discoveries was a 60-acre tract
line north of Chicago with

on the Lake-Cook countv

last

protected.

Natural areas exist for several reasons. Some have
been deliberatelv protected. Many cannot be eco-

forests.

counties, fieldworkers

to woodlot. looking for natural

15 out of 42 potential areas had

been harvested recentlv. In Madison County, 34 out
of 54 areas had been logged. In Edwards County,
a staff ecologist chose 19 forests and wetlands bv
examining maps and aerial photos. The aerial survey revealed that all had been recently cleared or disturbed bv logging, clearing, or draining. The aerial
survey was often a discouraging exercise, but it
proved that the aerial photo interpretation techniques were sound because the areas chosen for
mature, well-structured forest were the same ones
chosen bv loggers.
Northeastern Illinois has the highest concentration of natural areas and the greatest pressure from
development. .A.n Inventory ecologist chose about
150 potential wetland natural areas in McHenrv
Countv by examining 1970 aerial photos. When he
finished. 1974 aerial photos became available, so he
rechecked the areas. Thirtv-one of the 150 wetlands

had been altered
filling for

in

.\pple River Canyon. The stream was listed
standing aquatic area, and the i.mvon has
dangered and northern relici plains

the 4-vear interval, mosth b\

construction.
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as

an out-

manv

en-

I

Some have survived despite
disturbances. M.ni\ ha\e escaped deselopniciu
through accidents ot Luui use patterns. Survival of

of the five prairies are

depends on the economics and
motivation of the landowner. About one-thiid of the

protect

ndinitally ex])Ioiti(I.

.All had suffered some disturbance, usuallv grazing,
but the high quality acreage totals 32.3 acres. Four

now owned or are in the
process of being transferred to agencies that will

a natural area often

natural areas are protected, at least informallv.

good

manv

It is

Savannas

are protected, but this mav
indicate that the chances of a natiual area sur\iving
without protection are not high.
that so

and manage them.

.ireas

same

are fewer

and consequently ha\e

less factors

Although a few forests are natiual areas because
the sites arc so steep or rocky that the timber has

several

not been har\ested, most undisturbed forests have

12.3 acres of high quality savanna

been deliberately piotected, often by the same familv
for generations. The settlers on the Illinois prairie
regarded iheii forests as a valuable resource. As a
result, a higher peicentage of forest remains undisturbed in the Giand Prairie counties than in counties
that had no prairie.
Several large forested tracts have been acquired
by park districts and forest preserve districts around
large cities. Most had been disturbed, but some have
been protected for so long that they now qualify as

deep,

needed

turbances

Many
to

The

prairies that

fertile,

fine-textured

were found on

.soils.

and trapping.

dis-

Pnmari communities
Most of these communities are

relatively undis-

turbed because they are glades, bluffs, and cliffs
that are too rocky or steep to exploit, but there are
a few exceptions. For example, five of the seven
limestone glade natural areas in Hardin County
the largest concentration in Illinois
are near
quarries, and several others have already been removed by mining.

—

fertile

—

are almost entirely farmed, but a few small
remnants persist on odd tracts of land that have

soils

escaped use for some reason.
Many prairie remnants, especially the ones on soil
that could be cultivated, are accidents of economics
and land use patterns. Sixty-two prairie remnants
are on railroad rights-of-way or still persist after
the tracks have been removed, and 17 are in the
abandoned or unused parts of cemeteries. Seven
prairies are

too sandy to farm intensively, but only

all have
been altered by attempts to exploit them. In some
cases, a wetland probably has sur\ived because the
several owners cannot agree to drain the area, or the
key landowner does not want to drain it. Manv
wetlands are not yet worth the effort to drain or fill,
and some have been protected for hunting, fishing,

too sandy,

formed the deep,

is

Most of the remaining wetlands have survived

rocky, wet, or steep to cultivate or graze economically.

hundreds of acres of natural savanna on

despite past efforts to drain them. .Almost

Prairies
soil that is

respon-

Wetlands

in state parks.

Most prairie remnants are on

for their existence.

land that

forests are being given the pro-

mature and recover from past

for

The Inventory found

sible

tection

lllniois

rea.sons as |jrairies. although the sa\annas

FotfsLs

natural areas.

m

Natural savanna remnants persist
the

on parts of public lands that are not informer arsenal, at
and along a canal.

tensively used, such as land at a

an airport,
Some of the largest natural prairies are in the
Chicago metropolitan area, on land that was subdivided in the 1920's. Lots were sold, but the economic depression of the 1930's prevented the land
from being developed. In some cases sidewalks were
in part because
built, but no sewer lines were laid
of the sandy, wet, unstable soil. Cities grew around
the prairies, and local ordinances prevented people
from building on the small lots. Some of these

—

A

cave in southern Illinois. Over one thousand gray bats,
an endangered species, use this room in the cave as a

prairies are being acquired for preservation.

The Inventory found five
were deliberately protected

prairies in Illinois that
in

nursery

in

the

summer. The cave has

pede known from no other

private ownership.
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a beetle

locaiiiv in the

and

world.

a milli-

i'nujui- natural areas

The two

Most unicjue natural features are

greatest disturbances to caves are van-

dalism and pollution of the cave's water. A cave's
features and its ecosystem are easily damaged, and
thev recover slowly, if at all. Vandalism is in direct

proportion

to the

species, so the

visitation, so most caves
are essentially ruined. Caves have

Outstanding

The

much

as possible.

Habitats with endangered species

Many
relict species

Illinois

have survived because of unusual topographic or soil characteristics that have prevented
the land from being developed. The relict sites are
either steep bluffs and ravines, cliffs, sandy areas,
Relict sites

years,

of the most outstanding natural areas in
are already protected. Within the next few

many

decisions will be

made about whether

a vulnerable natural area will be protected. If pres-

ervation actions are deferred, the area
for

or seeps.

will

be used

some other purpose. Some areas have survived

because they have been protected by
some instances, the persons who had
protected the natural areas have died, and the sites
are in jeopardy.
Areas that had been safe until recently are being
exploited because of changing economics. Limestone glades were formerlv among the least vulnerable of natural communities, but some are now being
removed by quarries. Hill prairies are being used
for homesites. Prairies along railroads that have not
until recently

the owners. In

Geologic areas

Although specific sites may be destroyed, and
some unusual outcrops, landforms, and fossil beds
may become endangered, in general the geologic
features of Illinois are not threatened.

chosen for the Inventory are

and streams

Future Trends

state.

sites

lakes

lakes

of habitats. Most of the high quality lakes are glacial
lakes that have not been heavily affected by dredging, filling, surrounding residential development,
or recreation activities. It has been estimated that
there are 480 permanent streams in Illinois, totaling
11,912 miles, excluding the Mississippi, Ohio, and
Wabash rivers, but not many streams can be considered outstanding. Twelve stream segments were
listed in the inventory, totaling about 210 miles.

Nearly three-quarters of the habitats with endangered plants are on land that is too steep, dry,
rockv, gravelly, sandy, or wet to develop easily, and
about 409?^ of the total are wet areas. About one out
of eight endangered plant habitats exists because
the land has been preserved. Most endangered animals require prairie habitats, or large tracts of wetland or forest, or clean water. Some animals and
plants are considered endangered in Illinois only
because their natural ranges barely extend into the

Habitats with

above comments about these kinds of

and streams listed l)\ the Inventory
were recommended b\ ihe Illinois Natural History
Survey, mainly on the basis of the native fauna,
which depends largely on the quality and diversity

been intersected by limestone mines, but quarry
operators avoid caves as

caves, wet-

areas are pertinent here.

amount of

in recreation areas

in

lands, or habitats that supjjon eiuiangerod or relict

Many of

artificial

the

exposures.

School natural areas and nature preserves

About \09c of the areas protected as nature preserves or school natural areas were donated for that
purpose. Of the remaining ones, about half were
purchased, leased, or dedicated specifically for
nature preservation. The other half were not acquired specifically for nature preservation, but were

been touched since the tracks were laid 120 years
ago are threatened by modern maintenance methods that involve herbicides and heavy machinerv.
Farmers, caught between low grain prices and high
prices for land and equipment, farm land that was

subsequently designated as natural areas.

never previously cultivated.
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Future Needs

Adequacy of the Present
System of Preserved Areas
A plan tor expanding the nature
in Illinois

summary

is

in

preserves system

beyond the scope ot this report, but a
shows how much the currently
Table
1

preserved areas protect Illinois' natural features.
Cooperation from all kinds ot landowners will be
necessary to assure protection ot the

state's

natural

diversity.

One hundred and twenty-four areas may be considered preserves with active protection and an
adequate assurance of permanence. These include
66 Illinois Nature Preserves, 16 Federal Research
Natural Areas, nine Registered Natural Landmarks,
and one U.

S. Forest Service Ecological Area. Forty
other tracts are considered to be preserved because
the titles to the land (or easements) were acquired
by the Department of Conservation, universities, or
private organizations specifically to preserve the

areas.
lists some of the significant natural fea1
and shows how many are in at least one pre-

Table
tures

served area. Protection of half to three-quarters of
the features might seem sufficient from some points
of view; but to protect the diversity of Illinois'
natural heritage, each feature should be

in at least

one protected area. Every endangered species is
important, and so little is left of the original natural
communities that every remnant is significant. P'or
instance, the 253 sites with natural prairie, totaling

2,352 acres, represent about one-hundredth of \V(
of the prairie existing when the Prairie State was
admitted to the Union.

I'r.nnc |)lanis surrouiuiiii^ a gravestone.

One

ot the last

U'innaiiis ol the Ciiand I'lairie ot central Illinois

leited
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III

this

pioneer cemetery.

is

pro-

Degree with which natural features are represented m preserved areas. The left column gives the
features in Illinois. The middle column gives the number (and percent) of these
features that occur in dedicated Illinois Nature Preserves. The right column gives the same kind of information
for all preserved areas, including Illinois Nature Preserves.

Tablf

1.

number of certain important

Illinois

Xalural Feature

\ature

Entire State
Presetirs

Occurrences of significant features
High quality natural communities

689
59
462
45

Habitats with endangered animals
Habitats with endangered plants
Habitats with

relict

species

Outstanding geologic features

160
30

Unique natural features
Outstanding aquatic features
Relatively undisturbed natural

17

communities

^acres)

Forests

13.484

Prairies

2.352

Savannas
Wetlands
Lakes and ponds
Glades and similar communities
Major topographic features
Geologic formations

Major

soil

associations

1

,296

6.029
1

.960

602
21

143
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57

All Preserxied

Areas

how wfll
and invertebrates

be used to address the needs of protecting natural

could be achieved in naiuial areas identified Tor
other reasons. The \<)hinus ot intoiinatKni about
invertebrates compiled 1>\ ihe Illinois Natural Historv Survey could be used ,is a basis for understanding the size of the task and the .ipproaches needed

protect these important features need to be sup-

protect these animals. .SimiiaiU. the biological

assure that n.nui.il diversity is pioieded. l.aige
tracts of forest, wetland, and grassland need lo In-

As

a firsl step, ut-

lU'i-ci

protection of nonvasciil.ii

to

and water
in the

c]ualit\

Illinois

lo uiuti-rsiaiui
|)laiiis

lakes

elforis to identil\

.ind

ported and encouraged.
The liucntorv selected relatively small, specific
sites

ihai

merit

teition, but

infoiination lonipiled b\ agencies

Institute ot

and streams. Special

speci.il

elfoits lor

immediate pro-

pieserving these sites alone

will

not

maintained. I hese areas do not necessarily need to
be removed from use by people. They can sometimes have uses such as timber production, flood
control, and recreation. Many atnmals lely on such
large areas for feeding, breeding, and testing. Not
all native plants can maintain their populations in-

Natural Rest)urces could

dcf'imtelv in small, isolated sanctuaries without the

benefit of corridors of natural land so that plant

migrations can balance local extinctions.
All aspects of our natural environment need to
protected. Unless erosion, air

and water

Ix-

pollution,

and transformation of wildland into farmland and
urban areas are controlled, native animals and plants
will become further endangered, and preserved
areas will become little more than museum pieces.
Preservation of the sites identified b\ the Inven-

an important part of conservation of natural
resources. These natural areas are the best remaintory

is

ing examples of our natural heritage, and they are
irreplaceable refuges for an

abundance and

di\er-

of natural features. They
and they are models and sources from
which other areas can be restored. Preservation of
these areas will be a key to successfully maintaining

sity

are valuable historical

resources,

A

calcareous seep with prairie dock in flower. There are
15 acres of this unusual natural rommunilv in Illinois.

a healthv
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and productive environment.

Information System

One

Area Information Svstem (NAIS), created by The
Nature Conservancy of Arlington, Virginia, written
in PL/1 and FORTRAN and operational on an IBM
OS-360-65 computer. Two possible alternatives to
such existing svstems were also examined: creation

feature of the Illinois Natural Areas Inventory

was the development of a computer-based information system for the storage, retrieval, processing,
and analysis of the Inventory data. Contractual reas much of the
data as possible, evaluating existing information sys-

quirements included computerizing

of an information system using the existing facilities

tems for possible use, and ensuring easy access to the
system through the Department of Conservation.
A series of workshops was held in which potential
users and beneficiaries of the final system were consulted about components and requirements of the
computer system. The most important requirements
developed by the workshop participants were an interactive and conversational system, easy to use and
requiring minimal programmer support; the ability
to manipulate textual data and provide report-like
printed output; the ability to perform conditional

and resources of the Stale of Illinois in Springfield,
or purchase of a minicomputer to be programmed
and used in-house.
Purchase of a minicomputer was selected as most
appropriate for the inventory. That decision was
based on several considerations: the initial expense
of the hardware and software programming would
be followed by virtuallv no continuing cost; the system could be tailored to the user's data: the user
would be independent of someone else's schedule of
operations; and the user would not need to be concerned about the system being replaced or upgraded,
with the need for reprogramming. Finalh it was felt
that having an in-house computer would tend to promote use of the system beyond simple responses to
a problem or a request for data: the user would be
encouraged to experiment with the system and its
data in creative and innovative ways, expanding the

searching for values by natural area; the ability to
prioritize natural areas based on weighted values;
the ability to perform a minimum of simple statistics on the data; and, finally, reliability of hardware.

,

examined in deand evaluated for possible use for the project:
the IRIS system and the MONICA system, both
created bv the Center for Advanced Computation
of the Universitv of Illinois, written in ALGOL and
operational on a Burroughs B6700 computer; the
Consistent System and JANUS, created by the Cambridge Project at Cambridge, Massachusetts, written
in PL/1 and operational on a Honeywell 6180 comSeveral information systems were

tail

usefulness of the inventorv.

The programs produced on
allow

minicomputer
and data

hard copy
condipermits
package
printer. The
prioritization
of
tional searching of the data base,
and
data
elements,
natural areas based on specific
formatted report-like output ol statistical analyses
or a tabulation of the data.
retrieval to either a viewing screen or a

data retrieval

SELGEM

system created by the Smithin COBOL and operational on a variety of computers; and the Natural
puter: the

the

interactive data entry, text editing,

sonian Institution, written
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